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Regional Bedrock Geology

•Geologic Materials 

•St Peter
•Ironton-
•Galesville

•Mt Simon (Saline)

•1863
•2014

•Glacial Deposits
•Potentiometric Surfaces

•Shales
•Carbonates
•Sandstones



Sources of Water in 
Northeastern Illinois

• Suburbs rely on the deep aquifers 

• Water levels have declined for 
over a century

• Joliet switching off the sandstone 
in 2030; withdrawals still above 
sustainable supply



The ISWS has a number of ways to understand how the 
aquifer responds to demands.

• Water Level Measurements
• Groundwater Flow Model
• Stakeholder Engagement



Water Levels in the early 1900s



Modern Day: Upper Aquifer Dewatered



St. Peter Risk Zones (Old Analysis):

• Head is less than 200 ft above the top of the St. 
Peter

And

• Head is less than 50% of predevelopment head 
above the top of the St. Peter



•St. Peter Risk



Reality

• Most high capacity 
wells are open to the 
Ironton-Galesville 
and have cased off 
the St. Peter

• There isn’t a 
motivation to keep 
the St. Peter saturated

New analyses 
focus on the risk 
to the Ironton-

Galesville



Before 2050: Reaching the pumping limit



Orange Risk Zone: Current Conditions

Risk of dry wells (domestic and industrial)

Lost well performance

Potential for pumping sand

Community well interference

Wells at-risk of large new water user

Increased well maintenance

Increased cost of lifting water

Red Risk Zone

All of the risks associated with the orange zone are 
magnified in the red zone, plus
Severe risk of well inoperability

Reaching a limit that a pump can be dropped

UNCHARTED TERRITORY and UNANTICIPATED 
COMPLICATIONS

Ironton-Galesville Risk Zones (New):



•2018 •2050 •2070

Current Risk: Joliet leaving the aquifer in 2030



What is going on in McHenry County?

• The same metric for Joliet is 
used for McHenry County
– Risks are at severe risk when 

heads are within 400 ft of the 
top of the Ironton-Galesville 
due to severe drawdown in 
many wells

• Is this a fair assumption?



What is going on in McHenry County?

Depths to the IG are similar

• In Joliet, the Ironton-
Galesville is ~1200 ft below 
land surface

• In Huntley, the Ironton-
Galesville is ~1100 ft below 
land surface



What is going on in McHenry County?

Casings are similar:

• The most at-risk areas are 
often in new development 
with wells only open to the 
Ironton-Galesville

• True in western Will 
County and in southeastern 
McHenry County



What is going on in McHenry County?

• In Will County, most wells 
have 200-400 ft of 
drawdown, with specific 
capacities generally ranging 
from 1-5 gpm/ft

• There are some indications 
that specific capacity 
decreases through time, 
either due to well age, lost 
transmissivity, or well bore 
mineral accumulation



What is going on in McHenry County?

• In McHenry County, there 
are some similar 
observations. The following 
drawdown was observed in 
the ISGS database of newly 
drilled wells:
• 359 ft
• 285 ft (SC = 4.4)
• 202 ft



What has not happened: Local vetting of pumpage

• Future pumping is currently 
a combination of CMAP’s
regional demands and 
locally defined demands

• Local vetting can uncover 
additional considerations:
– Planned industrial growth 

(unsimulated)
– Water conservation efforts
– Plans to shift sources from 

shallow to deep aquifers
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Take Home

• We have learned a lot 
from the Will County 
project, and some of 
the metrics that are 
used to assign risk 
have changed

• It is not yet clear that 
the same metrics are 
appropriate in the 
NWPA region

• As part of our ongoing 
discussion on 
calculating sandstone 
supply, the calculation 
of risk needs to remain 
an important 
component



Specific Capacity

• Recent findings in Will County 
indicate that overlying units may be 
important sources of water

• Older studies indicate that the 
overlying units could even be as 
important as the sandstone

• This is potentially problematic because 
the point at which drawdown in the 
aquifer removes water may not be as 
deep as we assume with current risk 
maps



Supply and Demand – TX model



DEEP SANDSTONE AQUIFER 
SUPPLY 



Sandstone Supply Values

• Available sandstone aquifer 
supply estimated by artificially 
lowering water levels in the model 
to lowest safe level

• Simulates increased demands
• With lower water levels, deep 

aquifer recharge only limited by 
leakage across overlying layers, 
representing the available supply

• Like shallow aquifers, this value is 
capped at 10% of groundwater 
discharge to streams and rivers to 
limit impacts



Cross-sectional view



St. Peter Supply and Demand



Alternative Method

• Calculate the volume in the aquifer during 
predevelopment and removal of water from 
storage

• Multiple methods still being experimented 
with, but the next slides show the basic idea 
with some (very provisional) results



Kane and McHenry Counties



Local areas can be different



Convert volume to rate

• Not sure how to do this
• Arbitrarily, I will assume that the water supply from 

storage should last 200 years into the future

• I need regional stakeholder feedback on this one!



County Scale Analyses:
PROVISIONAL
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Local Scale Analyses:
PROVISIONAL
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Specific question for the group

• How to convert volume to supply rate
– This boils down to how long into the future 

planning for aquifer sustainability should take 
place. In my example, I selected 200 years



Future work

• Explore storage estimates from 
predevelopment conditions

• Assess vertical leakage impacts
• Correlate to observed head declines
• Improve local estimates to complement 

county totals



Future work

• Apply the same methodology to the shallow 
aquifers of the region (no examples today)

• In my next update, I will focus on the 
shallow aquifer examples for Kane, 
McHenry, and DeKalb Counties



Thank you! Questions?
Daniel Abrams – dbabrams@illinois.edu
Devin Mannix – mannix@illinois.edu
Allan Jones – alljones@illinois.edu

mailto:dbabrams@Illinois.edu
mailto:mannix@illinois.edu
mailto:alljones@illinois.edu
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